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ABSTRACT

Recently, there has been a surge in Artificial Intelligence

(AI) tools that allow creators to develop melodies, har-

monies, lyrics, and mixes with the touch of a button. The

reception of and discussion on the use of these tools - and

more broadly, any AI-based art creation tools - tend to be

polarizing, with opinions ranging from enthusiasm about

their potential to fear about how these tools will impact the

livelihood and creativity of human creators. However, a

more desirable future path is most likely somewhere in be-

tween these two polar opposites where productive and eth-

ical human-AI collaboration could happen through the use

of these tools. To explore this possibility, we first need to

improve our understanding of how music creators perceive

and utilize these types of tools in their creative process.

We conducted case studies of a range of music creators to

better understand their perception and usage of AI-based

music creation tools. Through a thematic analysis of these

cases, we identify the opportunities and challenges related

to the use of AI for music creation from the perspective of

the musicians and discuss the design implications for AI

music tools.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, there has been an increase in the

creation of AI tools that support various musical activi-

ties. These activities are varied, including music recom-

mendation/organization [1], sound synthesis [2], compo-

sition [3–5], and mixing [6, 7]. Current discourse on the

use of AI-based tools in music production often presents

two polarized perspectives: one that sees AI as an oppor-

tunity for innovation and progress [8, 9], while the other

views it as a threat to the artistic creativity and livelihood

of human creators [10–12]. However, a more nuanced and

desirable approach entails a productive and ethical collab-

oration between humans and AI in the creative process,

allowing both human creators and AI tools to create some-

thing neither could easily do alone.
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Discussion around the perception of AI and music cre-

ativity tends to be focused on evaluation of the product of

the AI [13–15], legal issues [14, 16], or human-computer

interaction [17], and not on the implications and connec-

tions these factors have on the creative thinking of mu-

sicians, though there is growing interest in this domain

[18, 19]. Additionally, while there has been discussion

within the MIR community around the ethical implica-

tions of AI in music creation [18, 20], the experience of

using AI to perform songwriting tasks [17], and the per-

spectives of expert users in creative music information re-

trieval [21, 22], there is still a need to further understand

how creative MIR tasks are impacted by AI tools based on

creative context. Even within the ISMIR community, in the

last decade, there were fewer than 20 publications that dis-

cussed AI music creation tools, and less than half of them

considered the creator’s perspective before developing the

tool.

Musicians engage in creativity in many different ways

through generating products such as compositions, anal-

yses, and performances [23]. Our paper aims to address

the impact of AI tools on the perception and work of one

such domain: composition. Within composition we ex-

plore the impact of AI on what Peter R. Webster [23, p.

22] describes as "Creative Thinking," or "the mental pro-

cesses associated with creative production." We will refer

to those who engage in this act of creative thinking in com-

position as creators, their environment/creation goals as

creative context, and the act of creative thinking as the cre-

ative process. This paper addresses three research ques-

tions: (1) In what way do creators perceive and envision

the use of AI tools during their compositional process?, (2)

How does their creative context influence their use of AI?

and (3) What design implications can we derive to inform

the creation of AI tools for music creators?

Our paper extends knowledge about how AI impacts the

creative process of musical creators and adds to the discus-

sion of expert users of creative MIR and human-AI collab-

oration in music creation acts. [19,21,22,24,25] To address

these questions we conducted six case studies across a se-

lection of creative contexts and our results are collected

in a model that emphasizes the fluidity of roles that AI can

play across creative thinking in composition and represents

the start of future work aimed at building a dynamic model

of human-ai musical creativity.
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2. RELATED WORK

The idea of using computational means in composition is

not a recent development. Over the course of music his-

tory, creators have considered various ways to develop al-

gorithmic procedures to help with their process [26]. Since

the early days of the computer, programmers and music

creatives alike have utilized their skills to create programs

that allowed them to continuing this tradition; creating

computer-aided compositions (CAC) and computer-aided

algorithmic compositions (CAAC). As a whole, CAC tools

require user intervention - correction to misnoted parts, ad-

justment of autotuned voices, and creators choosing which

electronic instruments to employ and when [27]. CAAC

tools, unlike CAC tools, are intended to be used to help

"make music with minimal human intervention" [28]. Pop-

ular examples of CAAC tools include programs such as

Opusmodus [29] - a library for real-time computer-aided

composition in Max [30] - and more. These tools are ex-

tremely distinct in their purpose and use, helping to al-

gorithmically aid creators, with rhythmic trees, polymet-

ric notation, and data visualizations of algorithmically-

generated material. When defining algorithmic composi-

tion, Pearce et al. [31] state:

Many who write programs for music compo-

sition are motivated by artistic goals: these

programs are used to generate novel musical

structures, compositional techniques and even

genres of music...The composer may use an

existing computer program or she may write

a program herself: since identical motivations

are involved, we count both of these as algo-

rithmic composition. [31, p. 5]

In both cases, the question arises: What is creativity and

what does it mean for computers to be part of the creative

process? This question has been discussed in many ways

in multiple fields, as scholars from the humanities [32,33],

the sciences [34–36] , HCI [37, 38] and MIR [21, 22] have

speculated for years over how the use of computer systems

changes the creation process.

Through their exploration of using AI to co-songwrite,

Micchi et al. [17] list two potential ways in which AI tools

could assist creators: through (1) automation and (2) AI as

suggestion. They note that while AI as automation is more

akin to the tasks given to AI outside of the artistic field, the

idea of AI as suggesting solutions to compositional tasks,

acting as a partner in the process, is unique to the use of AI

within creative pursuits. As Tipei et al. [39] discuss in their

paper where student composers utilized DISSCO (Digital

Instrument for Sound Synthesis and Composition), com-

positions were still considered by users to be collaborative,

as participants were able to add, modify, or reject contri-

butions made by the software and other users. Researchers

compared this interaction to the process of collective im-

provisation, with the software playing a key role as a col-

laborator and manager in this compositional process - "[the

computer/software]...becomes part of the process not only

by performing a vast number of operations very quickly,

AI as Collaborator Democratization

Meaning of Creativity Bias in AI

Creative Control Corporatization of Art

Influence Knowledge of AI

Mechanism Creating Opportunities

Old vs. New AI Sharing of Tools

Types of AI Contributions Current State of AI

Table 1. Final Codebook for Interviews

but also as a consequential contributor to the creative ef-

fort" [39]. More specifically, this implies that AI simul-

taneously acts as a collaborator in the process and as a

tool, allowing the creator to explore different possibilities

of how AI can be applied within their workflow.

3. STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS

We employed a exploratory, multi-subject case study

method [40] to examine how creators perceive the use

of AI tools within their compositional process. Using

multiple-subject case studies allows us to better explore

the phenomenon of AI within the compositional process

across a variety of contexts in order to build a stronger ba-

sis of understanding and is useful for formulating concepts

for theory construction [40, 41].

Our case selection strategy was focused on representing

diverse cases within the varied creative contexts of both

western art music and western popular/commercial music

traditions [42]. Our cases included a classical/jazz music

composer, a film and video game music composer, an in-

teractive media composer, an electroacoustic composer, a

sound artist, and a DJ. Due to the scope of the study and re-

sources, we did not include case studies of programmers,

listeners, or creators outside the western context, though

these communities will be explored in further studies.

There were a total of six creators, one for each case, all

of which were over eighteen years of age and recruited via

email. Of the recruited participants, all had heard of AI

tools and five worked actively with AI tools within their

process. While all creators were actively working within

the music field professionally, the film music creator and

the intermedia creator were the only ones not affiliated

with an academic institution as a student, though both had

been trained within western academic music schools. All

participants had been composing over five years at the time

of the interview.

For each case, we conducted in-depth, semi-structured

interviews between 60 and 90 minuets. Interview ques-

tions for this study were generated via a review of the

existing literature on the use of AI in music composi-

tion and production, where we identified relevant themes

and topics (e.g., definitions of AI, AI creativity, typi-

cal tools in music creation). Topics ranged from par-

ticipants’ experiences with AI-based tools in music pro-

duction, their perceptions of the advantages and disad-

vantages of using AI, and their views on the ethical im-

plications of AI in music creation. Both descriptions of

the case contexts and interview questions can be found at
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the url: https://github.com/michelenewman/

ISMIR23_supplemental_material.

All interviews were conducted online over Zoom and

fully transcribed and edited for clarity. We created the

codebook using a mix of the inductive and deductive ap-

proach [43]. Initially, two of the authors created the first

draft of the codebook using thematic analysis of the tran-

scribed interviews. The codebook was iteratively refined

by adjusting and aligning the themes that emerged from

the interview data with those from existing literature. Us-

ing the final codebook, we first coded the interviews sep-

arately on the qualitative coding software ATLAS.ti, then

came together to discuss any discrepancy with a goal of

reaching an agreement and assigning final codes following

the consensus model [44].

4. RESULTS

During analysis, 12 categories emerged which were

grouped into two main sets: AI as Collaborator and De-

mocratization of Music Creation. The themes were influ-

enced by the current or lack of use of AI by the creators

and the reasoning behind their choices. Themes that arose

such as tool sharing are common practice among commu-

nities of creators, especially on the internet [45, 46], but

within the this study, refers specifically the sharing of AI

and ML tools.

Coding the interview transcripts led to the insight that

creators had specific creative tasks with which they would

or would not feel comfortable utilizing AI tools, as well

as parts of the process in which they would consider the

use of AI. The most common code within our analysis was

"Types of AI Contribution" in which the creators reflected

on how they would personally use AI within their own pro-

cess. This included tasks such as creating repositories (P4)

and mastering songs (P6). The least common code was

"Sharing of Tools." As a whole, all participants had some

knowledge of what AI was, and all but the jazz/classical

creator had utilized it in some capacity within their work-

flow. Three of the creators used also used non-musical AI

(such as text-based AI) in their process.

Based on our analysis, we present the Human-AI Cre-

ative Collaboration Model (Figure 1) to represent the use

of AI tools throughout the compositional process of mu-

sic creators situated within the western tradition of com-

position who may employ computer assisted tools. The

model is comprised of three parts: Factors on Influences,

AI Roles, and Creation as Process.

4.1 Factors on Influences

The far-most left section of our model represents the vari-

ous contextual factors that impact creators’ perception on

where AI should fall within their creative process. These

factors are broken into three parts within our model: per-

sonal context, social context, and creative goal. While all

creation contexts are different, these are the three most

common aspects that arose from our analysis.

Figure 1. Human-AI Creative Collaboration Model

4.1.1 Personal Context

The Personal Context is defined by the individual creator’s

familiarity with their own creative process and their music

literacy. When reflecting on whether or not participants

thought that an AI tool would be helpful to them, they

considered where it would fall into their process and how

much control they would be able to maintain over the fi-

nal product. Because our participants had been composing

for over five years, they already had a strong idea of how

their process worked and a familiarity with their personal

context of musical creation. Creators commented on their

desire to have AI tools that are flexible enough to work

within their current creative process, are interoperable with

existing compositional software, and have clear and con-

cise interfaces to help with facilitating their adoption and

use.

For example, the film music creator and DJ who work

in more commercial settings, with tighter schedules, men-

tioned utilizing AI tools that were already integrated within

software they used such as Ozone [7] and Logic’s Drum-

mer [47]. If integration is not possible, they suggested

AI should be designed in a way that it does not interfere

with the use of a primary creation tool. The electroacous-

tic creator, interactive music creator, and sound artist pre-

ferred to use older forms of AI due to developer trans-

parency. The participants differentiated older models from

the newer models, suggesting that newer models were hid-

den behind a corporate "black box" in order to work. These

creators preferred supervised learning algorithms to unsu-

pervised learning algorithms, so that they could change the

open source code and exert more creative control (P5). As

they had more experience with AI, they were more open to

learning and working with AI tools. All participants also

commented that current AI tools were not able to support

their process in the ways that they wanted due to the lack

of control and low-fidelity outputs.

4.1.2 Social Context

Creators also consider Social Context; this includes their

current community of practice where they often converse

and share their art with (other creators, their audience) and

their educational and musical upbringing. Many aspects

of the act of creativity are tied to the sociocultural aspects

of making music [48]. Those whose communities were

most open to using AI tools, often in more experimental

creative contexts such as in academic experimental com-
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munities, were much more willing to engage with the idea

of AI in different parts of their process. The jazz/classical

composer was adamant that they were very skeptical of AI

in part because the community around them was also very

skeptical, especially with a strong tradition of composition

within the western art context.

Similarly, they decided on what was an appropriate use

of AI by comparing the impact the tool had on others. Par-

ticipants raised the issue of bias in AI and using the cre-

ative works of others. All creators noted that most large-

scale models rely on Eurocentric training data that may not

align with their individual artistic expressions or require-

ments, feeling that the AI would "flatten" their work with

it has "biases and this kind of Eurocentric Westernization

of aesthetics" (P5). P4 noted, "There’s been a big problem

in the past couple of weeks with people coming out talk-

ing about how that’s not right, to be able to use someone’s

likeness and their voice however you want." This sentiment

highlights the worry that there was oversight in the ways

in which these models are being created and distributed,

leading to potential harms in taking the intellectual prop-

erty of others and using it to quickly make financial gains,

a sentiment echoed by others in the music industry [15].

Furthermore, participants expressed worry about the im-

pact of such rapidly generated artworks on not only their

personal work, but also on the general public’s perception

of art as a whole.

Participants also talked about how AI tools opened up

the potential for more types of creators to get involved in

the music creation process. Our DJ participant discussed

their use of the AI tool Ozone, which he uses to digitally

master his songs. While the tool costs 50 USD to purchase,

the participant could use it to process all of his songs and

have them match the audio specifications needed to up-

load to streaming services such as Spotify within seconds,

whereas if it was sent to a mastering engineer, each song

would cost him hundreds of dollars to master. In the same

vein, multiple participants mentioned that one of the poten-

tial abilities of AI music tools would be the ways it could

potentially allow entry-level musicians to bypass some of

the extensive music education they would need before be-

ing able to create music, including the cost and time invest-

ment of said education. "I think it can really accelerate the

learning process, the process of studying music and experi-

encing all this music that we’ve documented...I think it can

kind of build each person’s personal vocabulary of what

music is." (P1). These participants qualified their state-

ments by clarifying that this would not mean users should

bypass the whole process of learning the art of composi-

tion. Rather, the ability to create music without network-

ing and funding as a necessity in the creative process is

a kind of "freedom" one participant noted, one which be-

gun with the advent of the personal computer and has only

continued to expand as the process is simplified (P2).

4.1.3 Creative Goal

Lastly, Goal refers to creators’ specific reason for compos-

ing (i.e. for a film, for a commission, a performance). The

goal can put pressure on creation time, influence the social

practices and expectations, and change the personal work-

flow of the creator.

4.2 Potential AI Roles: Influences and Mechanisms

At the center of the model, we present the different ways

that AI could potentially be used in the creation process.

Participants expressed an overall positive view towards the

potential of AI tools as collaborators. Participants also per-

sonified the AI in their process stating it was similar to

having a "second person" check over their work or a way

to bounce off other ideas with the AI tools. While the list

is not exhaustive, these represent the most common tasks

that creators in our study talked about. These roles were

primarily impacted by the concept of "control" of a cre-

ative output across the process. All participants agreed

that computational creativity cannot supplant human cre-

ativity. While participants recognized that AI can "create

something" and output a product that mirrors human cre-

ativity, such as P4 stating that they were "...sure AI could

create something like a poem, for example, that would be

really hard for me to tell if it was from a human or from an

AI," they highlighted that AI lacks the deliberate decision-

making of human creators, continuing they would have a

hard time "emotionally connect[ing] with it."

In the former case, participants discussed engaging in

a process of "play" with the AI, which allowed them to

explore a variety of prompts and generate a collection of

potential options that they could later modify or combine

to achieve their artistic goals. P5 noted: "So sometimes

when I’m stuck, I like to grab some of the models I pre-

trained and just ask it something." The creators used the

tools to explore, both as a way to spark new ideas and as

a way to generate a large repository of content to remix

in their own way. Within this process though, the creators

emphasized the AI does not make the final choice. The

final decision was always made by the creator to maintain

their artistic agency.

For all of the participants, within the context of their

own compositional process, intention and choice was as

important as the creative product. One participant stated,

"You can have [AI] generate some sort of electronic mu-

sic code for you and that sort of just skips for me a whole

important step in the process, because in my process of

creating live electronic music, there’s sort of an interplay

between my coding and my writing. I think a lot will be

lost if you just take out an entire part of that process" (P3).

Another participant remarked, "For me, creativity also in-

volves the decision-making in a big way. And then to de-

termine where to end things. It doesn’t seem that my expe-

rience with AI so far affords these possibilities" (P6).

Elaborating on this idea of creative control, P6 noted: "I

feel that it doesn’t sound like me, or especially with music

compositions and working with some of these AI that will

give you a MIDI file, you know?", implying some kind of

loss in the creator’s personality in automatically generated

music pieces. P1 stated that "AI seems to be something

that’s designed to do some of that channeling of an idea for
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you. It seems like AI is kind of trying to be designed to do

the human part of the process." Personality Theory related

to intellectual property, put forward by thinkers like Em-

manual Kant and George Hegel [49], suggests that a per-

son’s personality is incorporated into their creative work

during the labor process, and is therefore an essential part

of their work. When an AI takes that labor away from the

creator, creators felt that the work now no longer has their

personality, and thus is no longer their creation.

4.2.1 Influences to Creative Process

The top section Influences to Creative Process lists tasks

that directly influence the final artistic product, allowing

for integrity of expression by the creator. On the left side

are acceptable influences. These tasks involve aspects that

help prompt ideas or create inspiration. Tasks that fall

within the acceptable influences do not need to be as inte-

grated with the programs creators already use, though they

should integrate with the overall creative process - espe-

cially in the ideation phase, where many creators felt AI

influences fit best. These tools should allow for continu-

ous reiteration, with understandable in-tool design signi-

fiers that indicate the ways they can edit, change, and ma-

nipulate the AI’s data before and after each iteration. Once

this ideation phase is over, there should be a clear way to

export their ideas into a new software or system, again al-

lowing for the interoperability that is vital for music cre-

ator’s process; this could be done in a number of ways such

as using MIDI files, WAV files, or MusicXML.

Participants also discussed ways that AI tools could go

beyond what humans are traditionally capable of, and in

that way become a partner in the expansion of their com-

positional capabilities. One potential function as noted by

a participant was the ability to use AI as a music analy-

sis tool, helping users pinpoint things they were not aware

of or even able to perceive with human hearing, such as

"the sound field...expanding from the front to the back"

(P6). Another participant described how their current use

of AI as part of their process has changed how they see the

world around them, gaining a new understanding around

what could be used or turned into data which allows them

to create patterns and connections within their music (P5).

AI tools also helped many creators find relationships be-

tween sounds, found materials, words, and pictures. One

participant explained it as a "feedback loop" (P6).

The right side displays aspects of the creative process

where creators are not comfortable engaging in Human-AI

collaboration. They felt using AI with these tasks nega-

tively affect the creative process by taking away an essen-

tial component of their creations. This includes losing the

ability to control their intent and choices, not being able to

specify performance parameters/low-fidelity outputs, and

interfering with their process and creative personality.

4.2.2 Mechanisms of Creation

The lower section is titled Mechanisms of Creation. It in-

cludes types of Human-AI collaborations where our par-

ticipants had little issue if AI took over the process com-

pletely, often searching for and utilizing AI that could com-

plete these tasks. In general, mechanisms are tasks that oc-

cur within the creative process that do not require direct

decision-making by the music creators, including house-

keeping tasks such as file naming, information retrieval

tasks such as looking for electronic instruments, and repli-

cating sounds. Many participants noted they would use AI

to complete tasks to help speed up their process or com-

plete tasks they did not want to do. These tasks often had

to do with analyzing data in some way. For example, P3

noted "I have an idea that I want to do, and I just use the

AI to make that idea happen faster."

4.3 Creation as Process

Lastly, on the far right side is a spectrum representing what

we call "Creation as Process," emphasizing the role of iter-

ation and thinking that happens during the process of writ-

ing music [23, 32]. For all of the participants, within the

context of their own creative process, intention and choice

was as important as the creative product. One participant

stated, "You can have [AI] generate some sort of electronic

music code for you and that sort of just skips for me a

whole important step in the process, because in my process

of creating live electronic music, there’s sort of an inter-

play between my coding and my writing. I think a lot will

be lost if you just take out an entire part of that process"

(P3). Another participant remarked, "For me, creativity

also involves the decision-making in a big way. And then

to determine where to end things. It doesn’t seem that my

experience with AI so far affords these possibilities" (P6).

The spectrum represents the level of intellectual en-

gagement needed in each task, ranging from highly inten-

tional choices to mechanical and repetitive tasks. Within

the process of creating, the given AI tasks may move to

higher or lower levels along the spectrum, sometimes influ-

encing the process more and other times receding to lower

levels of impact. The creative process is fluid, meaning

that both the factors and roles of the AI can change over

the course of creation.

5. DISCUSSION

Although our focus on only six case-studies of music cre-

ators in specific creative contexts presents a limitation to

our study, we believe that our focus allowed us to explore

possible applications of AI tools to creators’ needs, and

allowed us to form initial insights into the perception of

the use of AI tools in the creative process. Musical cre-

ativity is not a monolith and it is our belief that in order

to understand how to design specific AI systems that sup-

port creative musical tasks, we need to know how creative

thinking is conceived by those engaging in these types of

musical activities. Our main contribution in this paper is

to begin to situate certain AI tasks as potential helpful or

potentially harmful to the creative process of those who

create.

In this study, we argue that the discussion around the

threat that AI poses to both the jobs of creators and artis-
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tic integrity is of importance to creators; emphasizing that

co-creation of music in the context of music composition

is dependent not only on the larger creative context, but on

the process of creative thinking as well. Our work suggest

that Andersen and Knees [21, 127] notion of the impor-

tance of an "individual user[s’] models of music percep-

tion as well as a solid understanding of usage context" is

not only needed for exploring dissimilarity in search, but

also for understanding AI systems in the other forms cre-

ative endeavors. Knees et al.’s [50] consideration of the

use of "strangeness" for artists recommendations is use-

ful in AI systems as so far the AI is helping to generate

new ideas for creators; though strangeness is one aspect

of many needs that a creative engages with in AI music

systems. Other tasks such as analysis and editing are also

elements of creative MIR tasks that may be helpful to fa-

cilitating the creative process, though often can occur at

different points or simultaneously with the task of idea

generation. We argue that there is a need to understand

how specific creative processes view and interact with AI

at all stages. While there are some aspects of the use of

AI that many of our cases agreed on, such as allow AI to

take over tasks that have little to no control over the final

product of creative thinking which is echoed in other liter-

ature [50, 51], our study also indicated that the role of AI

is also dependent upon personal, social, and creative goal

related factors that are constantly in flux. The Human-AI

Collaboration Model demonstrates our belief that the role

that AI plays on creative thinking is highly flexible within

music creation and that without a clear understanding of

how creators are thinking, AI systems can hurt musical cre-

ative practices of musicians.

Oliver Bown has warned against the possible negative

affect that AI tools can have if it disrupts cultural applica-

tions and creation of music. [33]. If music AI systems are

designed to limit creator control, intent, or process, they

could potentially lead to Schröter’s notion of the "(possi-

ble) automatization of artistic work" [52]. Full control over

the final artistic product and an understanding of the cre-

ator’s emphasis on their process are the most important as-

pects to developing tools that can support, instead of harm,

human creativity - as noted by Knees, it is important that

the user is given agency in the process of "co-creation"

with high-level control of the generative process [19].

While it is true that the concept of "Explainable AI"

[53–55] can help to educate those who worry about the

role AI plays in future creative endeavors, it is not a full

solution to the lack of user trust or changing user hesi-

tancy in tool adoption. Recent fears over data misuse by

generative AI, backed up by online discussions and even

legal investigations into data scraping [56] and intellectual

property [57] have made creators fear utilizing AI tools,

with creators fearing that AI is trained on data that does

not meet their personal artistic goals or actively hurts other

artists. Increasing common knowledge about the functions

of AI tools would create more trust in these systems and

encourage users to integrate them more into their creative

process [58], but there is also a need to design in systems

in such a way that creators feel they can ethically use these

systems in their own work. This means ethically sourcing

material and allowing for the control of elements within AI

systems.

Designers of AI tools for creators should consider what

role they expect for their tool to play within specific cre-

ation processes and make choices that support this. The

specific inputs, outputs, and needs of an AI system will

change over the creative process. Because AI tasks can

move up and down in importance, that means that it is

highly possible to have a mismatch of the execution and

evaluation of AI systems that may lead to less cohesion be-

tween the creator and the AI as they will continually need

to reevaluate how these systems fit in their workflow.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our findings support that creators have concerns surround-

ing the transparency of and lack control within AI tools,

but that there is still much to do in relation to understand-

ing the exact needs of creative users. In order to develop

useful AI tools, designers must consider the specific cre-

ation context, existing processes of creators, control of cre-

ator, and the fluidity of creating. Our Human-AI Creative

Collaboration Model is designed to help developers and

researchers who create AI systems to consider the variety

of factors and influences that exist on creative process and

how they might intersect with a creators experience. We

hope that this work encourages developers and other MIR

researchers to continue to consider advancing Human-AI

collaborations that align with music creators’ needs. There

are a variety of tasks that AI can perform, and consider-

ing if tasks are impacting creative thinking in a different

phases of creation will allow for a more ethical and pro-

ductive experience for music creators.

While we interviewed different creation contexts within

our case studies, there is still a need for future work to

consider how differences in cultural background, musical

training, and experience with AI factor into Human-AI cre-

ative thinking. Composing music can happen in a variety

of other contexts not explored in this study, including as

part of music education and cultural situations. Yet, com-

position is only one form of creative thinking within music

and future work might will continue work to identify the

differences that arise when using AI systems within differ-

ent forms of creation such as music analysis and perfor-

mance. Creators may be utilizing all these forms of think-

ing across the creative process in non-linear ways. There

is still much to learn about the impact that AI will have

on music as an art; if designed and deployed ethically, AI

offers the opportunity to enhance human creation and pro-

vide new avenues for creating and learning about music.

But, in order for AI to support musicians in any form of

creative thinking, we need to ensure we are designing AI

tools with creators in mind.
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